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CCSO Attends Mental Health Meeting
Caroline County, Virginia- On Wednesday, February 16, 2022, Captain S. L. Cary (2nd from right in picture below)
and Lieutenant C. R. Wright (who took the picture) represented the Caroline County Sheriff’s Office at a meeting
held at the Westmoreland County Sheriff’s Office with the Secretary of Health, John Little along with other local
Sheriff’s Offices, on the immediate needs in dealing with mental health patients. In current times, there is a lack of
man power, lack of bed space, issues with transporting individuals, unpaid mandates that are all associated in
dealing with those who are experiencing mental health issues.
Furthermore, with current health issues of COVID, many hospitals lack bed space to provide a place for those
whose mental health needs attention. Deputies in our county along with other jurisdictions may lack the man
power to be able to get to these calls at a reasonable amount of time. At times, a caller maybe left on the phone
with a dispatcher or a friend who initiated the call into our dispatch centers until a deputy can arrive and assist
them in person. Mandates were discussed during the meeting on procedures that are currently set in place to help
someone dealing with a mental health issue. Discussions also included new ways that each deputy can help
someone when they arrive on scene.
Mental Health is one of the largest ongoing issues that many people deal with on a daily basis and we need to start
learning more on how to help those who are in need.
If you, or someone you know if experiencing a mental health crisis situation, please call the Mental Health America
of Virginia hot-line: 1-800-273-TALK (8255) and please, don't be afraid to reach out.

